We would like to thank Maurice Tubiana and Serge Koscielny for their comments on our Opinion article (Exploring the role of cancer stem cells in radioresistance. Nature Rev. Cancer 8, 545-554 (2008)) 1 , which raise some important issues (On clonogenic tumour cells and metastasis-forming cells Nature Rev. Cancer 8, 990 (2008)) 2 . We have chosen not to use the terms colony-forming unit and clonogenic cell as synonyms for cancer stem cells, because these terms, in our opinon, may potentially be confused with cells characterized by their ability to form colonies of more than 50 daughter cells in culture. There is significant evidence that there are more cells that can form colonies in culture than would be regarded as stem cells based on in vivo testing (bone marrow is an excellent example, in addition to examples for tumour cells and xenografts 3, 4 ). However, as we point out in our article, culture conditions and transplant conditions can affect the numbers obtained in such studies. Furthermore, fetal calf serum is reported to induce differentiation 5, 6 , and it has been suggested that it may affect what is analysed in clonogenic assays in vitro. The studies mentioned by Tubiana and Koscielny are important and, with the limitations mentioned above, indeed provide further support for the hypothesis that cancer stem cells might have different biological behaviour and different radiosensitivity compared with non-stem cells. The first studies provide evidence that the cell-cycle time is different between clonogenic and non-clonogenic tumour cells in vitro [7] [8] [9] . It would be interesting to explore whether similar differences exist between cancer stem cells and non-stem cells in vivo. To our knowledge, there are currently no data on this question.
The second comment by Tubiana and Koscielny adds a further interesting aspect to the discussion about the function of cancer stem cells in vivo. We fully agree that, by definition, clinical metastases are initiated by cancer stem cells. It is well-known that only a small fraction of cells released from tumours ever form metastases. It can be argued that this is because most of the cells released are not stem cells, but this is currently speculation. The fact that the probability of distant metastatic dissemination does not increase linearly with the size of the primary tumour 10, 11 is an important finding, as other data indicate that the number of cancer stem cells increases linearly with the tumour volume [12] [13] [14] . The data might be interpreted as indicating that the relative proportion of cancer stem cells decreases with increasing tumour volume. However, other influences might also be important. For example, the invasive front of the tumour, for geometrical reasons, is relatively larger in small tumours. Also, increasingly impaired supply with tumour blood vessels might lead to a reduction of the relative metastatic potential per stem cell with increasing tumour volume. In addition, it cannot be ruled out that the primary tumour may have been releasing anti-angiogenic factors, which prevented metastatic growth, as demonstrated by Folkman's studies on angiostatin and endostatin 15, 16 . Presumably, the larger the primary tumour, the more such factors may be released.
Overall, the data gained by Tubiana and Koscielny are important for the discussion of cancer stem cells and provide further interesting starting points for future stem-cell-related research.
